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TO: 	FINANCE COMMITTEE — MAY 2012 

SUBJECT: REGIONAL CAPITALS AUSTRALIA PROPOSAL 

AUTHOR: DIRECTOR FINANCE — PAUL DELLA. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A proposal has been received to establish a 'Regional Capitals Australia' group. 

The objectives of this group, which would be comprised of the Mayor and CEO of major regional 
cities and towns are to: 

1. Identify opportunities and impediments to the sustainable development of regional capitals 
and develop innovative solutions to manage them. 

2. Bring strategic alignment between Federal departments that have policies and associated 
strategies to develop Australia's regional cities and 

3. Advocate for appropriate federal funding streams so investment in the services and 
infrastructure of regional cities are sufficient to continue to attract and retain people in 
regional areas. 

To assist in the establishment of the group $2,500 has been requested from Alice Springs Town 
Council to fund secretariat and advocacy services. 

RECOMMENDATION 

C That the request for $2,500 per annum to fund secretariat and advocacy services to 'Regional 
Capitals Australia' be referred to Council for decision. 

REPORT 

1. BACKGROUND 

Attachment 1 — 'Regional Capitals Australia — Scoping Paper' provides information on the 
background to this proposal. In addition, the Mayor and CEO recently attended a breakfast 
meeting where this proposal was discussed. 

2. DISCUSSION 

Funds of $2,500 are available from the memberships or subscriptions for this proposal. In 
addition there may be additional travel and accommodation costs involved however it is 
noted that the first meeting is proposed to coincide with the ALGA conference in June so 
any additional costs may be minimal. 
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3. POLICY IMPACTS  

Nil 

4. FINANCIAL IMPACTS 

Additional recurrent costs of $2,500 per annum to be funded from Memberships or 
Subscriptions. (Budget line 712.25.595) 

5. SOCIAL IMPACTS  

Nil. 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

Nil 

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS  

Nil 

Paul Della 
DIRECTOR FINANCE 

Attachment 1 — Regional Capitals Australia — Scoping Paper. 
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Foreword 

The City of Wodonga engaged Rachael Sweeney Consulting Services (RSCS) to develop a scoping 
paper exploring the issues and opportunities associated the formation of a national group focused 
on the development of regional cities. 

The following paper explores the rationale for such a group including: the current Federal political 
and policy context; analysis•of current Federal structures; and a suggested form and function of 
the group. 

This paper has been prepared in consultation with relevant Commonwealth Government 
representatives and with an analysis of the Federal policy environment and various state-based 
regional city groups. The paper has been developed for discussion purposes. All comments 
regarding this paper should be directed to the City of Wodonga. 

Executive Summary 

The outcome of the 2010 Federal Election put a spotlight on Australia's regions. A deal negotiated 
between newly elected Independent MPs and the Labor Party to form government included 
increasing investment in Australia's regions by almost $10 billion. 

In addition to this investment, the Federal Government this year released two major strategies 
that had implications for regional cities. These strategies focus on developing a sustainable 
approach'to a growing Australia and setting a national framework for urban policy. Both 
strategies identified the role regional areas can play in increasing Australia's productivity and 
easing population pressures on major metropolitan cities. 

If the Federal Government's current commitment to sustainable population growth and developing 
regional Australia is to be a success, a critical element requires the creation of strong non-
metropolitan cities that are economic and social hubs, servicing wider regional communities. 

Local governments in regional areas have long understood that opportunities exist beyond 
metropolitan boundaries. Since the Federal election the Commonwealth has also formally stated 
there is an increasing role that local government can play in service and infrastructure delivery 
around the country. 

This political imperative means local government is now well placed to lead a Regional Capitals 
Australia(RCA) that will create a formal platform to champion the continued development of 
regional cities. 

The creation of a RCA will provide a mechanism for regional local governments to partner with the 
Commonwealth on policy development and implementation, regional population attraction and 
retention strategies, while also ensuring any impediments to a city becoming strong social and 
economic centre are addressed. 

The RCA can undertake the task of bringing a strategic alignment between the Federal 
Departments responsible for regional development, urban policy and sustainable population 
growth, concentrating on each department's deliverables for regional cities. 

The formation of such an alliance will also provide a forum to discuss and create innovative 
solutions to the issues and opportunities facing regional cities. Current examples include: National 
Broadband Network applications; planning for growth; maintaining high levels of liveability; 
regional health services and the creation of connected inter-regional transport hubs. 

Based on an analysis of current groups operating in the regional space it is recommended that 
RCA Membership be limited to Mayors and CEOs of Australia's largest regional cities, seeking 
additional issues based support as required. To ensure the group operates efficiently it is 
recommended the Alliance be led by an executive group of nominated state delegates and 
supported by a secretariat service. 

After consultation with relevant Federal Government representatives it is recommended that due 
to the current governance structures within Regional Cities Victoria, EvoCities Group, the Western 
Australia Regional Cities Alliance and the South Australia Provincial Cities, as they have formal 
structures in place. Alice Springs City Council is also a member due to its status as the only 
regional city in the Northern Territory. Membership to RCA could also be open to other Local 
Government Associations that represent the interests of regional cities in their respective states. 
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The aim of RCA will be to partner with the Federal Government to bring a united voice and clear 
focus to the task of developing productive, sustainable and liveable regional cities across the 
Australia. 

Rationale - Why Regional Capitals? 

Australia's population is growing at a rapid rate. However, this growth is not occurring evenly 
across the country. 

Metropolitan cities are operating with increasing levels of congestion and are experiencing stress 
on services, infrastructure and land availability to enable growth. Such factors are having a 
negative impact on liveability and Australia's productivity. 

The congestion and stress of metropolitan areas is in stark contrast to Australia's regional cities —
which have low congestion, high levels of liveability and the physical space to accommodate a 
growing population. In light of these contrasts, more people are choosing the 'liveable alternative' 
and calling a regional city home. 

This changing dynamic is creating an opportunity for businesses in regional cities to have access 
to a diversified and skilled workforce, increased levels of innovation and economic output and a 
chance to fill current skill-gaps that may have existed for many years. In short, the 'liveable 
alternative' created by strong regional cities has the potential to improve the contribution regional 
Australia can make to our country's productivity. 

While the size of Australia's regional cities are as diversified as the cities themselves, they often 
share a unique role as regional hubs for health, education and transport, allowing people in 
surrounding smaller towns and rural areas a central access point to essential services. 

Furthermore, as businesses continue to see the benefit of moving away from congested 
metropolitan areas there will be an increasing demand for regional cities to become economic 
hubs, connected to large scale economic infrastructure as well as centres for the arts, culture, 
sporting, fashion and food. 

The role of a modern regional city in a growing Australia is to ensure that the provision of social 
and economic services and supportive infrastructure continues to attract and retain industry and a 
diversified and skilled workforce. 

Creating vibrant regional cities requires not only an investment in infrastructure and services but 
an investment in thinking — a strategic approach to the challenges and opportunities of sustainable 
growth. A commitment to strong planning for the future is key. 

The current population swell of Australia's metropolitan cities, in addition to declining and ageing 
small regional towns, means the under-utilisation of our regional cities can no longer be ignored. 
The Federal Government must move beyond simply acknowledging the role of our nation's 
regional cities and look to partnering with local government in regional areas to develop a clear 
path to manage their growth. 

The formation of RCA will bring about this collaborative path for the development of Australia's 
regional cities. It will work to keep the momentum of regionalism moving forward. Ensuring strong 
regional cities means a strong Australia. 
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Federal Political and Policy Context 

With the political spotlight and power placed in Australia's regions following the 2010 Federal 
Election, there has never been a better time for the formation of RCA. The outcome negotiated 
between newly elected Independent MPs and the Australian Labor Party to form Government 
increased investment in Australia's regions by almost $10 billion. This financial investment has 
been supported by various measures known as the 'Commitment to Regional Australia' with 
measures including: 

• A Regional Australia sub-committee of Cabinet 
• A House of Representatives Standing Committee on Regional Australia 
• Minister for Regional Australia, Regional Development and Local Government 
• A newly formed Federal Department - Regional Australia, Local Government, Arts and Sports 
• 55 Regional Development Australia Committees located around Australia 
• A State and Federal Ministerial Council on Regional Development 
• A proposal to develop a Regional Policy Development Centre. 

The Minister for Regional Australia, Local Government, Arts and Sports - The Hon Simon Crean 
MP, has also stated that regional cities are central to the success of regional development as they 
are: 

• Knowledge centres: driving innovation, learning and industry development through regional 
universities 

• Gateways: for the movement of goods and information - both real and virtual 
• Service hubs: for their own population and the network of towns around them 
• Home: to workers in key industries and for people looking for a better quality of life from 

major cities and other areas 
• Social hubs: binding communities together through opportunities to participate in sporting and 

recreation life, cultural pursuits and volunteering. 

As Minister for Regional Development, The Hon Simon Crean is leading this process with a publicly 
stated deSire to embed regionalism in Federal politics. Minister Crean's intention is to work with 
stakeholders to ensure this occurs. As such, the formation of RCA is an opportunity to assist in 
this area. 

There are also two additional key portfolios in the Federal Government with deliverables for 
regional cities: 

1. The Hon Tony Burke MP - Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and 
Communities recently released 'Sustainable Australia, Sustainable Futures' population strategy. 
This strategy identifies the need for regional cities to increase efforts in population attraction 
retention while also acknowledging the need for the Federal Government to work in partnership 
to increase the liveability of regional cities through investment. 

2. The Hon Anthony Albanese MP - Minister for Infrastructure and Transport recently released the 
Our Cities, Our Future - A National Urban Policy for a productive, sustainable and liveable 
future. This strategy has a focus on productivity and planning. The strategy identifies the need 
for regional cities to increase their productivity through a diverse workforce and strategic 
planning. 

Regional Development Australia Committees 

The proposed RCA is intended to complement, rather than replicate existing work undertaken by 
Regional Development Australia Committees (RDAC). As a point of difference, RDACs must identify 
local challenges and address them through infrastructure, services and facilitation of local 
economic development. The outcomes of individual RDACs will vary from place to place. This 
place-based objective is imperative as the patchwork nature of our economy calls for a local 
approach to local issues. 

RCA can complement this approach by having a specific focus on the development of regional 
cities. A RCA can partner with the Federal Government on policy and implementable programs. In 
addition the group can work to identify solutions to the common challenges and opportunities that 
impede the creation productive, sustainable and liveable regional cities across the country. 
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Form and Function of RCA - How will it work? 

Form 

The following options provide the identified forms the group could take: 

1. Interest Group: A group that is focused on advocacy activities, independent in nature and 
does not form part of the machinery of government. This group however can partner with 
government where appropriate; or 

Membership 

Regional cities in each state/territory with a demonstrated capacity to accommodate additional 
growth, or a city that operates as a regional centre by providing access to social and economic 
infrastructure, could be invited to become a member. 

Precedence for using these factors as a basis to determine the need for federal financial assistance 
has been the Federal Government's Building Better Regional Cities Program. The 47 regional cities 
invited to participate in the above Federal program are listed in Appendix A. This item should be 
considered a topic for discussion and a set of criteria should be agreed on to define membership. 

Governance 

• Members - RCA members will be formed from the Mayors and CEOs of the RCA member 
Councils. This approach ensures key decision makers of local government organisations are 
members of the group. This level of accountability is required to ensure that decisions made at 
RCA forums can be implemented in individual councils. 

• Executive - The RCA members from each state/territory nominate two Councils (Mayor and 
CEO) to sit on the Executive who will be responsible for setting the policy and planning the 
activities of RCA. A smaller Executive group allows for efficient and effective decision-making. 
Consultation of the wider membership group will be required. 

• Chair — On an annual basis each member council will elect one Mayor to be the RCA Chair. One 
vote is allocated to each Council. The Chair will lead engagement activities in consultation with 
the Executive group. 

• Deputy Chair- On an annual basis each member council will elect one Mayor to be the RCA 
Chair. One vote is allocated to each Council. Deputy Chair will support engagement activities 
in consultation with the Executive group. 

• Secretariat — A secretariat will support the Executive group. This will ensure that actions 
agreed to at forums are completed without adding to the workload of members. Services may 
include secretarial, research support and strategic advice as well as specific policy development 
and advocacy support as determined by the Chair of RCA. 

Objectives 

1. Identify opportunities and impediments to the sustainable development of regional capitals and 
develop innovative solutions to manage them. 

2. Bring strategic alignment between Federal Departments that have policies and associated 
strategies to develop Australia's regional cities. These Departments have been identified as: 

• The Department of Regional Australia, Local Government, Arts and Sports 
■ The Regional Development Australia Committees 
• The Department of Infrastructure and Transport with a focus on the National Urban Policy 
• The Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities with a 

focus on The 'Sustainable Australia, Sustainable Futures' population strategy. 

3. Advocate for appropriate federal funding streams so investment in the services and 
infrastructure of regional cities are sufficient to continue to attract and retain people in regional 
areas. 

Activities 

• Prepare a clear, evidence-based RCA position on the development priorities of regional cities 
nation-wide and engage Federal MPs on this position. 

• Develop a partnership arrangement with identified Federal Government departments on 
selected policy and program implementation. 

• Provide a forum for the Federal Government to gain access to the Mayors and CEOs of 
Australia's regional cities to test policy agendas. 
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• Engage external stakeholders on key issues that will impact on the economic development and 
liveability of regional cities for example: the NBN Co or the Australian Industry Group 

• Provide input into Federal Government submission processes to ensure the RCA position and 
the needs of regional cities nationally is accounted for in information gathering activities. 

• Continue the public debate on regional development issues by engaging national media outlets. 
• Provide a mentoring avenue to overcome the challenges of Regional Development Australia 

Committee's in many states/territories by building capacity and a collaborative•approach to 
development while also breaking down state divides. 

Possible Additional Activities 

• Issues-based communication and engagement campaigns that fit within the cycle of 
government such as elections, budgets or policy creation/renewal. 

• Research activities that provide justification for engagement activities and highlight issues of 
concern or opportunity. 

• Engage industries to partner on nation economic development opportunities. 

Funding Options 

Option 1 — Full Funding by Members 
• The funding of RCA activities are covered by a membership fee paid by each council. 

Option 2 — Seek Part Federal Funding and Part Funding by Members 
• The funding of RCA activities are covered by re-current federal funding grants and a 

membership fee paid by each council. 

Option 3 — Seek Full Federal Funding 
• The funding of all RCA activities are covered by re-current federal funding grants. 

Options 2 and 3 may have implications on the 'independence' of the Alliance as federal funding 
may see it become part of 'the machinery of government' or negate its power/authority. 

Possible 'Asks' to Government 

1. A key point of contact in the Minister for Regional Australia, Regional Development and Local 
Government's office and the Department of Regional Australia to assist in coordination efforts. 

2. Assistance in engaging all relevant Federal Department and Ministers to present the Regional 
City Australia Case. 

3. Financial assistance from the Federal Government to coordinate RCA activities. 

Timeframes 

A Federal Election is expected to be held in approximately 18 months. Regional Australia is likely 
to be a high-profile election issue and many federal decision makers will be keen to prove their 
`regional' credentials. This provides a unique opportunity to launch an RCA group and achieve 
successful outcomes in the first year of operation. However, developing, consulting-on and 
starting to implement a RCA strategy is labour intensive and requires cohesive working 
relationships that form with time. 

Delaying the formation of a RCA may mean an opportunity lost if the federal election shifts the 
composition of regional MPs or a change of government takes place. The current policy and 
funding commitments to regional Australia may not be the objectives of a new Commonwealth. 

It is recommended that the formation of a national regional cities group is finalised in the next 6 
month to allow a full year of Commonwealth engagement and relationship building to occur. 

Conclusion 
The development of regional cities that people in our growing country want to call home is an 
important planning and policy agenda for our nation. This agenda requires, focus, strong 
leadership and a united voice that can rise above the many and varied issues that compete for the 
attention of our Federal MPs. The formation of a RCA can be the forum for this task. The current 
federal landscape has provided an excellent opportunity to form working relationships with 
Commonwealth stakeholders that can deliver real outcomes for regional Australia, The formation 
of an RCA can continue this work and keep the momentum of regionalism moving forward —
ensuring that productive, sustainable and liveable regional cities means a strong Australia. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Reference Documents 

1. Regional Development Australia National Charter -
htto://www.rda.gov.au/about/files/RDA  National Charter.pdf 

2. Regional Development Australia Roles and Responsibilities -
http://www.rda.gov.au/about/files/RDA  National Roles Responsibilities.odf 

3. Commitment to Regional Australia — 
htto://roboakeshott.com/system/files/imaoes/Reoional °/020Aust%20package.pdf 

4. National Urban Policy — 
htto://www.infrastructure.gov.au/infrastructure/mcu/files/Our  Cities National Urban Policy Paver 2 
011.odf 

5. Sustainable Australia — Sustainable Communities: A Sustainable Population Strategy for Australia - 
http://www.environment.nov.au/sustainabilitv/Dooulation/oublications/oubsfoopulation-strateov.pdf  

6. Australian Bureau of Statistics — Regional Local Government Areas Population Profiles - 
htto://www.abs.ciov.au/AUSSTATS/abs ©.nsf/DetailsPaoe/3218.02009-10?OpenDocument 

7. The Hon Simon Crean MP- Keynote Address to the 2011 General Assembly of the Australian Local 
Government Association - 

htto://www.minister.reoional.ciov.au/sc/speeches/2011/CS17.aspx  

8. The Hon. Simon Crean MP- Speech given to the Committee for Economic Development (CEDA) event 
'Further Shaping Australian Cities' held in Melbourne - Boosting regional cities to build a sustainable 
Australia — 

htto://www.ministerreaional.00v.au/sc/speeches/2011/CS03.asox   

9. The Hon Anthony Albanese MP - Putting world's most remote city on track for the future - Opinion: 
The Australian newspaper 

http://www.anthonvalbanese.com.au/news/WFOACJWBCAUPNSOULSZEIYSD/index.html   

10. The Hon Anthony Albanese NIP - Turning a national eye to our cities - Opinion - The Punch 

htto://www.anthonvalbanese.com.au/news/I-ILNIAKIMIPUFXUYKSKSVIUWindex.html   

11. 'Implications of population growth on Victorian Regional Cities' Essential Economic Report 
htto://www.regionalcitiesvictoria.com.au/  

12. Building Better Regional Cities Program - Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities 

htto://www.environment.clov.au/housino/bbrc/index.html   

13. EvoCities 

htto://www.evocities.com.au/ 

14. Western Australia Regional Cites Alliance 

http://www.wareclionalcities.com.aut   

15. Regional Cities Victoria 

http://www.reoionalcitiesvictoria.com.auf  
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